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Selection from our programm



Optimal solutions are our strength!

 was founded in 1911 as a producer of bed linen  
in a traditional German weaving town. Having the courage  
to keep up with the times combined with our professional 
knowledge and close working relationship with our weavers 
provide a constant guarantee of up-to-date, high-quality  
products which are the hallmark of our company.

Do you want half-linen or linen sheets?  
Are you looking for fabrics with names or logos?  
Or do you have a particular request when it comes to colour?  
Kaechele – Hotel fabrics are durable and specially designed 
for your requirements. Please give us a call. Our team will  
be only too happy to help you find the best design for  
your rooms.

Please visit our website at www.kaechele.com for further details. 



Content

Overview

We offer the best solutions for:

Table runners Table cloths

Bath & spaGuest rooms & ambience

Conferences & special events Table covers & skirtings
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Chicago

Los Angeles

Table runners 

Give your tables an ingenious emphasis 
by using various Kachele qualities

Used skilfully, table runners complement and put  
the finishing touches to your table.

A table runner can give any table a friendly and 
inviting atmosphere. 

By using different qualities from polyester mix up 
to 100 % linen, you can create a great variety of 
different ambiences.

Chicago



Chicago

Turin

Table runners 

Audi
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Hawaii

Hawaii



Medina

Luebeck

Table cloths

Luebeck

Modern style

Give your tables a modern look and touch

For these designs, Kaechele uses a mix of cotton and 
polyester. These table cloths can be custom-made.

Our jacquard designs have a distinctly young look.  
The colours can be beautifully combined in order  
to create your ambience.

Available in standard widths up to 275 cm, or wider  
on request.
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High-class

Excellent quality and durability

Linen made with fully twisted yarns are of  
excellent quality and durability. They are  
bleached, mercerized, pre-shrunk and can be  
optically brightened.

We can weave or embroider your logo into all  
your linens.

We also have a variety of sizes, colours with or  
without satin bands. Our linens are available  
in widths up to 310 cm.

Virginia
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High-class table coths
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Suede

Suede - Model 2 (frontside)

Successful conferences 
require good conference cloths 

High-class and practical

Kaechele conference cloths are non iron and tailor-made  
to suit each of your tables. Made all in one piece with three  
sides floor-length.

The fabric is 240 g/m² (single face) 
or 480 g/m² (double face).

(backside Model 1)

Can be embroidered



Conferences & special events 

Accessories 

Fabric coasters

With and without logos

These coasters are available in a 
wide range of colours and designs.

Easy-care PVC sets

Practical, beautiful and good quality

Sacramento has an elegant woven look, strong 
colours and is washable at 40 °C. 

Special finishing

Asking for special finishing...

If you want to have mitred corners, hole hem or  
special design, be sure, all your requests can be fulfilled.

If you want to have any special finishing or design,  
your request can easily be realized.
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Covers for bistro tables  

New colours, new ambience

To have a very special ambience inside your  
room, special covers for your bistros will give  
a more distinctive atmosphere.

We can provide 19 standard colours from white 
to black and 4 new metallic colours. 

Same colours can be used for chair covers and  
underlay. What can we do for your events?

Strasbourg gold

Strasbourg silver



Table covers & skirtings

box style table linen style

Table covers & skirtings  
made of non iron fabric

Are you looking for something special?
 
Of course Kaechele supplies skirtings in different models and  
colours. We are always looking to offer skirtings which are  
durable, made of non iron fabrics and easy to handle.
Some qualities are stain-resistant and fire-retardant. Do you  
have your own skirting design? We are ready to do it…

Montreal

Strasbourg
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Strasbourg

Kopenhagen & Strasbourg



Chair covers

Chair covers

Wonderful chair covers for great events

Our chair covers fit 100% since we make the finishing  
exactly according your chairs. Exactly as a tailor would do  
for a custom-made suit.  
 
Do you have chair covers with arms?  
No problem, we can do it.

There are many new colours like metallic gold and silver, like 
burgundy and bronze which give a high class impression.

Strasbourg
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Linen for the  
room service trolley

Give a wonderful look to  
your room service trolley

We pay attention to every detail for your  
trolley. No matter if the trolley is folded or  
not it always looks good.

Room mats 

With or without your logo

It is a must for high class hotels to have mats of  
100 % cotton. Our quality is more than 260 g/m²,  
so guests stand on strong mats for sure.

Turin

Damask

Damask 260



Items for the rooms and mattresses

Mattress skirtings 

Fine cloths for your mattress

Be sure that you will get fine skirtings for your  
box spring bed, made by Trevira CS© (flame retardent). 

Mattress protection 

Clean & comfortable

We are proud to offer the widest range of  
sizes and styles for mattress protection.

We use 100 % cotton or polyurethane as fitted  
sheet or with four elastic bands.

Bernd

Kalmuck
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Exclusive bed linen

Bed covers and sheets

High-class Hotels need high-class bed linen with  
two qualities: durability and elegance. Among our  
many designs and in our wide range of colours,  
you will certainly find what you are looking for. 

To make your bed linen exclusive, we can apply  
your hotel logo or brand mark in your own  
preferred design for orders from 100 pieces or  
more. This can be done in colours or plain white.  
It is your choice.

T300

The best hotel linen 100 % cotton 

T 300 means 300 threads per inch equal 118 threads per 
square centimetre.

That’s not all. Having 200 threads on a small space means  
that they have to be very thin and the linen is therefore  
most elegant, durable and light. 

We use the highest quality in cotton; 100 % combed satin 
cotton. In addition this product will make a wonderful first 
impression when your guests enter the rooms.

You are worth the best, so ask for Kaechele linen…



T310

Qatar

Ludwig Prisma

Bed linen and pillows

Bed linen made  
from mixed fabrics

Light-weight, durable and classy
 
Kaechele supplies T310 bed linen, the best mixed-fabric 
linen in the world. Our quality has a cotton content of 
over 60 %, significantly higher than that of other mixed 
fabrics which have a cotton content of 50 %. These fabrics 
weigh just 120 –130 g/m², which means that you make 
significant savings with your laundry costs.

The high thread density gives a very classy appearance. 
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Valentin

Uwe

Custom designs

Towels embroidered or woven with your logo

Custom designing is our speciality, and it is always worth making an enquiry.  
Kaechele can produce anything that can be made of terry according to your 
individual requirements.

Bath robes

Fluffy and luxurious bath robes

Made of 100 % terry toweling, with 2 side 
pockets and a belt.  
Logo or name embroidery is available in 
up to 12 colours.



 
Supreme

Supreme bath mats

Terry towels

High quality terry towels

Our Supreme terry towels are 600 g/m² and this  
is simply the best quality, fulfilling the highest 
demands of your guests. Available in different  
sizes and colours, this wonderful thick, fluffy quality  
will bring an exclusive touch.

Bathroom accessories
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Aprons with and without logos 

We offer a huge range of aprons

No matter what colour and size you want, Kaechele offers 
you personalised aprons for your staff or for your clients 
when they have special events.

 
El Faro

 
Damask & Argentina 

 
Argentina 

 
Chicago

Custom-made products  

We will also produce  
to your specifications

Kaechele specialises in making custom-made  
products. Here you can see a small selection  
of our designs.



AlabamaMontreal 

Non-iron underlays

Ideal for banquets and other special occasions

We make underlays that are non-iron and up to 320 cm long. 
Our mixed-fabric (polycotton) underlays are up to 335 cm long. 

You will then have everything you need for your event.

Modern colours and design  

If you want to take a risk...

With a choice of over 40 colours, we will find the best 
solution for the atmosphere you wish to create.  
Just give us a call. 

Half-linen 

Quality and class

Half-linen and linen are still the best quality fabrics in the 
gastronomy sector. Impress your guests with a dazzling 
range of new colours such as anthracite. 

Custom-made products 

Turku 
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competence in textiles100 years

KAECHELE Hotel Linen 

www.kaechele.com 


